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BACKGROUND
Introduction
In this short guide, we will explain the necessary steps for your small business under the new executive
order. This will help you determine if your small business should remain open at this time, and how to
conduct operations depending on your circumstances.

Executive Order 2020-21 signed by Governor Gretchen Whitmer Monday, March 23 broadly commands Michiganders to stay home and at their place of residence and broadly prohibits in-person work
deemed non-essential by the State. The order is effective from 12:01 AM on Tuesday, March 24 to the
provisional end date of Monday, April 13 at 11:59PM. The executive order only allows only two types
of work to continue:

Critical Infrastructure Work, a category defined by
the Department of
Homeland Security

Minimum Basic Operations Work, vital
limited operations
defined by the State
of Michigan
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State Shutdown Facts
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ACTIVITY DETERMINATION

1.

Critical Infrastructure

1. Determine If Your Operations Include
Critical Infrastructure Activities
The first move in response to the order is to determine whether or not your business is considered essential for supporting or providing critical infrastructure
services, including, but not limited to those listed below. Many small businesses
are excluded from these critical infrastructure industry exceptions and will be
forced to eliminate in-person operations. However, please review the below
criteria to determine whether or not this distinction applies to your business.

No

If you don’t see your business included in these categories, consult with the
Department of Homeland Security’s complete list [2] to confirm whether or not
your business is included in the broad list of critical infrastructure providers.

If your business DOES include critical infrastructure

If your business DOES NOT include critical infra-

activities, the Department of Homeland Security

structure activities, your operations are considered

considers you to have a special responsibility to main-

nonessential, and will need to change drastically, be

tain your normal work schedule, and you may contin-

cut, or completely shut down. However, you are still

ue in-person operations, under a set of conditions set

allowed to conduct minimum basic operations, which

by EO-2020-21. Please continue to section 1a.

we explain further section 2.
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Yes

Critical infrastructure work includes, but is not limited to these industries and
the businesses that support them:
Health care and public health
Food and agriculture (carry-out/delivery only for restaurants)
Energy providers at all levels
Transportation and logistics
Hardware, HVAC, electrician, plumbing, and other work essential to providing
for quality of life
Physical infrastructure maintenance
Communications and information technology services, including news media.
Critical manufacturing that supports other critical industries, especially
healthcare
Hazardous materials service providers
Financial services
Chemical supply chains and safety
Defense industrial support
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1a.

For Small Businesses
With Critical Infrastructure Activities

1a. For Small Businesses with Critical Infrastructure Activities
Because you are considered an essential business, you may remain open under
the restrictions set by the executive order. First, determine which of your workers are critical infrastructure workers and inform them of that designation.
Until March 31, 2020 at 11:59 pm, you may do so verbally
After that time, you must do so in writing
This can be by “electronic message, public website, or other appropriate
means” [1].
Exceptions: however, there are exceptions to the designation process.
Businesses do not need to designate certain workers or volunteers. Please see
section 9 in EO-2020-21 for all exceptions [1].

Other Information:
Volunteers and other persons charitably providing for the physical needs of others during this lockdown period are not subject to any work restrictions and do
not need to be classified as special workers. This includes those volunteering
at religious organizations and other community organizations to ensure others
have their most basic foundational human needs met.
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Only critical infrastructure workers may work normally, while following social
distancing procedures and avoiding close contact between employees, as the
order requires. Always, please be sure to comply with CDC health recommendations for your employees and workplace. Brace for revenue cuts as you proceed,
and stay informed on the best decisions for your business going forward. We
will continue to provide guidance in the form of a newsletter and other packet
guides as the situation progresses.
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2.

Minimum Basic
Operations?

2. Decide How to Conduct Minimum
Basic Operations
Yes

The only other type of in-person operations permitted under the order are minimum basic operations. These are in-person activities that are required to:

No

If you DO require in-person workers for minimum

If you DO NOT require in-person workers for min-

basic operations, you are permitted to designate

imum basic operations, you will need to shut down

workers to fulfill such operations, and those opera-

all in-person operations for your business. However,

tions only. Otherwise, your business operations are

like with critical infrastructure activities, this doesn’t

to remain paused until the provisional date of Mon-

mean your business operations have to cease com-

day, April 13. Please see section 2a for what you need

pletely. Depending on your business model, you may

to know about minimum basic operations and your

be able to transition to full or partial online opera-

small business.

tions until the stay-at-home order is lifted. We encourage you to read it upon its release for more information. See section 3 to plan for what’s next for your
business.
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Preserve the value of inventory and equipment
Care for animals
Ensure security
Process transactions (including payroll and employee benefits)
Facilitate the ability of other workers to work remotely for your business [1].
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2a.

For Small Businesses
With In-Person Minimum
Business Operations

2a. For Small Businesses with In-Person
Needs for Minimum Basic Operations
Once you’ve determined which workers are necessary for such operations, you
must inform those workers of that designation.
Initially you may do so verbally
By April 1, you must do so in writing
This can be by “electronic message, public website, or other appropriate
means” [1].
All other in-person operations must be closed, as stipulated by EO-2020-21.
Always, please be sure to comply with CDC health recommendations for your
employees and workplace.
This executive order does not mean your services have to stop completely. Depending on your business model, you may be able to transition to full or partial
online operations until the stay-at-home order is lifted.
Lastly, see section 3 to plan for what’s next for your business.

Due to the recent shelter-in-place executive order, businesses across the state are being forced to end standard operations. However, this doesn’t have to be the end of all operations for your business. By looking to unorthodox methods
of providing services to your customers, you may be able
to remain open during this trying time. A prime example is
delivery restaurant services. Restaurant owners across the
state are already switching to an online, order-out business
model that encourages customers to continue interacting
with their business, while still following state guidelines for
healthy business practices amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Creative Business Models
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3.

What’s Next?

Perform legally allowed minimum basic operations protect yourself from damage and losses resulting from unattended or unsecured
equipment, products, materials and complete
any essential tasks like payroll distributions.
Security services are legally allowed to operate.yielding substantial revenue.
Reserve enough cash for payroll obligations,
but not payroll taxes, which can be delayed
to July 15 along with all other Federal tax
dues. Financial and postal services will remain available to distribute payroll.
Consider immediate furloughs and layoffs.
Discontinue paying bills you don’t need so
long as they don’t dramatically compromise
future relationships. Contact your utility and
insurance providers. Even little things like
turning down the thermostat will count.
Cancel or hold any scheduled orders if possible to eliminate waste and conserve cash.
Innovate to conduct business digitally as possible. Remember, postal and delivery services
are still fully operational and useful to your
business.
Consider temporarily altering your business
model and product(s) to enter a critical infrastructure industry role, similar to French
perfume makers converting their factories to
producing hand sanitizer if it generates needed revenue or you wish to contribute to fighting COVID-19.
Create or maintain stringent sanitation and
health measures according to CDC guidelines.

What If You Can Stay Open - Critical
Industry Businesses and Supporters
Reduce in-workplace health risks of COVID19 spread.
Reduce in-person work as much as possible.
Don’t pay any federal taxes until new July 15
deadline.
Ensure you have enough revenue to meet all
liability obligations, including essential debts
and payroll.
Your revenue may drop, so consider cost cutting, expenditure prioritizing, workshare programs, furloughing employees, and layoffs.
Verify that you can continue to provide all of
your offered services.
Consider shifting towards providing more
online services to accommodate consumers’
new stay-at-home needs.
Create or maintain stringent sanitation and
health measures according to CDC guidelines.
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What If You Have to
Completely Shut-Down
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Work Share Programs, Furloughing, and Lay-offs
To Reduce Employment costs, consider placing employees in Work Share programs, where you can
reduce their hours while allowing them to receive unemployment benefits. If you’re forced to seize or
reduce operations or demand for your business steeply declines, you should place any non-essential
or non-digital employees on temporary leave or consider laying them off to prioritize paying essential
liabilities. To place an employee on leave, tell them they are on temporary leave and that you expect
work to return within 120 days. Do not promise anything or make any contractual agreement. Leaved
employees are eligible for employment benefits. If you believe the employee will not have work opportunities for significantly longer than that, you should lay them off. If business operations cease or slow
because of any executive order, including the one which caused the lockdown, you are not required to
pay any usual unemployment obligations for work sharing, furloughing, or layoffs if you take action before April 14. Under new Federal Law, it’s illegal under federal law to furlough or lay-off employees out
on COVID-19-related medical, family, or sick leave if you are doing it because they took the leave. To
protect yourself from liability and penalty, there must be clear other justification for your employment
change decision. For more information, consult our earlier COVID-19 Survival Manual.

What Else Can You Do?

Negotiate with your
utility company for
cost-cutting assistance

Refinance and consolidate existing debt

Delay March State tax
payments to April 20

Delay tax federal
payments to new July
15 deadline

Conserve your cash for times of scarcity

Prioritize products and
services with high demand
and wide margins

Limit your variety to
buoy short-term profits
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Get cash through Small Business Administration [3] and Michigan Economic Development Corporation [4] lending and grants
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REACH OUT NOW

Join The Enlightened
Receive our free, sharp, exemplary reporting and analysis of the
COVID-19 outbreak, its effects on the small business community, and vital insights on how to react to preserve your company
with our budding newsletter. Subscribe to our COVID-19 Small
Business Essential Newsletter for more crucial information like
this. Email us at aspenridgegrp@gmail.com to join.
~Aspen Ridge Group Consulting
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For more insights on how small businesses can react to COVID-19
and compiled, unique, accurate reports of the rapidly changing
economic climate, email aspenridgegrp@gmail.com. and
request our comprehensive Small Business Manual to Surviving
COVID-19 (March 22, 2020). Additionally, take advantage of our
no-cost 20 minute phone consultation for small businesses
reeling from the COVID-19 pandemic and gain useful, specific
intelligence to help you survive, lead, and grow.
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[1] Michigan Executive Order 2020-21– March 23, 2020– “Temporary Requirement to Suspend
All Activities that Are Not Necessary to Sustain or Protect Life” https://www.michigan.gov/whitmer/0,9309,7-387-90499_90705-522626--,00.html
[2] Department of Homeland Security, Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Agency– March 19, 2020– “Memorandum on Identification of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers During COVID-19 Response”
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/CISA-Guidance-on-Essential-Critical-Infrastructure-Workers-1-20-508c.pdf
[3] U.S. Small Business Administration– COVID-19 Disaster Lending Information Webpage https://www.sba.
gov/disaster-assistance/coronavirus-covid-19
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[4] Michigan Economic Development Corporation– COVID-19 Resources, Grants, and Loans
https://www.michiganbusiness.org/covid19/
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